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Universe

Professional

Type

Verticality

Category

Rope clamps

Subcategory

Rope clamps for progression

ASCENSION
Handled rope clamp for rope ascents, the ASCENSION features an overmolded grip and ergonomic upper part for a
comfortable and powerful grip when pulling with one or two hands. The ASCENSION handled rope clamp has a wide
lower hole for easily attaching two carabiners for a lanyard and footloop.

The overmolded dual-density
grip has an area for the index
finger and a wide, supportive
base to keep the hand from
slipping. This shape ensures a
comfortable and powerful grip,
increasing efficiency when
ascending a rope.

Ergonomic upper part to
maximize power when pulling
with two hands

The safety catch allows the
handled rope clamp to be
installed or removed anywhere
on the rope with one hand. It is
easily manipulated, even with
gloves.

Wide lower hole allows the
carabiners of the PROGRESS
lanyard and FOOTAPE or
FOOTCORD footloop to be
easily attached
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Short Description

Handled ascender for rope ascensions

Selling Points

• Simple to use, and effective:
- ergonomic molded handle allows a comfortable yet powerful grip
- wide opening allows the handle to be easily grasped, even with thick gloves.
- ergonomic upper part to maximize power when pulling with two hands
- Safety catch is totally integrated into the body of the rope clamp to help prevent snagging
- toothed cam with self-cleaning slot optimizes performance under any conditions (frozen or dirty ropes...)
- Wide lower hole allows the carabiners of the PROGRESS lanyard and FOOTAPE or FOOTCORD footloop to be easily
attached
- upper hole for clipping a carabiner around the rope
• Available in left- or right-handed and in black/yellow or black versions

Specification

• Material(s): aluminum, chrome-plated steel, plastic, rubber, nylon
• Weight: 165g
• Rope compatibility: 8 to 13 mm
• Certification(s): CE EN 567, CE EN 12841 type B, EAC, NFPA 1983 Technical Use
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Specifications by reference
Reference(s)

B17ALA

B17ARA

B17ALN

B17ARN

Color(s)
Version
Made in
Guarantee
Packing
Case quantity
EAN

black/yellow
left-handed

black/yellow
right handed

black
left-handed

black
right handed

3 years
1
0
3342540100411

3 years
1
0
3342540100404

3 years
1
0
3342540100398

3 years
1
0
3342540100381

Accessory(ies)

PROGRESS
FOOTAPE PRO
FOOTCORD PRO
SPIRIT PRO

Related product(s)

CROLL PRO
PANTIN PRO

